
Anything Goes Note 3-7-14

Act 1 Scene 1- Stella, Felicia, and Caitlin bring out wine glass with them. Then, you take 
off your chair and your wine glass. Felicia or Caitlin- one of you should take of the cards 
too.

All-Careful not to hit the black traveler curtain from behind it!

Sailors- Good job in No Cure, but make sure to stand still before you start to sing.

Reporters- change your shoes or run on your toes (you’re loud)

All-Always close the doors you go through!

FBI- you are still not scary/intimidating

Mike- Watch out for the curtain when coming on stage 

All-Interact more before Bon Voyage

FD Girls- really kiss boys on cheek

All- be louder, but good expressions!

Joe- don’t wander so far from Cath in You’re the Top, she has to run through the Nile. 
Great Chemistry in You’re the Top! :)

There will not be a black out after You’re the Top. Cath and Joe stay in character and 
exit quickly

Easy to Love- walk walk spin spin... Nice stairs. So cute! Ben your knees!

Mike- Don’t block pretty phone with Stephen. Put him somewhere else.

Evan slow down your hail mary bit

Mike- put the cologne in your pocket and take it out from there to put it on/drink it.

Evan slow down the hat bit

Lauren and Joe- can use both the blanket and the sheet to cover up Joe

Lady Fair Sailors- wait til the stage is clear to enter for the song, and make sure NOT to 
come from stage right. Be more center. (nate and jordan split center). Jess will clean 
this up on Sunday



All Sailors with lines  (aye aye captain, etc) PROJECT your voices!

Demetra and Kira- let’s talk shoes. you have to wear black high socks too, esp if you’re 
wearing jazz shoes

Evan- don’t mention it. beat. what did I do?

Cath-yes, Friendship is a new day. I like the blue and white dress you had today.

Friendship- good! moving thru choreo. remember-walk around during not lahdle. also 
the words at the end got messed up.

Lines at beginning of Friendship need to crescendo into the song

Brad change excaliber (Jess-what does this mean?)

Brad- have sword out from lights up all the way until you sit on the couch with reno. You 
have to have it out when she says “what were you gonna do, cut her head off”

Catherine- when you enter, lounge seductively on the couch like you did last rehearsal.

Brad keep working on your reaction to standing there in her nakedness

Cath-readjust when Brad and Evan are talking in that scene so we can still see you thru 
them and you’re not standing behind one of them.

Evan time reentrance better

Mike- use binoculars to look at Purser when she says she’s married

Scene 7 was messy- I know costume changes are being fixed, and it was hard without 
Linda, Michelle, and sound cues, but look it over.

Rebecca Kb- where were you for No Celebrities?

Hayden/Joe- I don’t think you can assist Joe with his costume change because I don’t 
want you to miss your entrance. Jackie, Patsy, and Jeff can do it. We will practice on 
Sunday.

Evan in white coat, Joe in blue.

Jeff Taylor is the best MVP MVP!!

Joe- we gotta cover you better in wheelchair....

Joe and Julie need to practice wheelchair



Jess will work on lifts in Delovely on Sunday. Allison raise foot pop slower during Kiss

The group of girls with Billy for the Trigger Finger bit needs to be more upstage so we 
can see Hope. Also, Hope/Eve group need to be a bit more downstage.

Cath you did the tap well!
Can you sway a little more?

Public En #1 was a snoozefest. 

Lauren cheat out to audience when you get to your chair with David

All-Enjoy Reno’s singing in Blow Gabe.

Cath- go over sexy dance and new part.

Evan slower on card bit in jail

Evan more birdy movement, exaggerate

Erma don’t be so close to Moon when he says come over here Erma and bangs the jail.

Sailor Quarter- don’t mis cue in All thru the night! Find each other well in advance and 
be ready to go

Cath- there will be a table next to the door to put the martini glass and gin on on top of 
boat.

Gypsy- see friends- Jess note

Moon, Cath, Joe- bigger on the look part when plotting against Kira

Cath- let’s practice how you’ll hit Kira. Should be a downward motion, and there will be 
a rimshot, but you can still hit bar

Buddie- Matt C hands behind back when you kneel. All- hands behind whenever you 
don’t know what to do with them.

Nate’s face was funny(in a good way)

Brad cheat out when you propose to Reno



Joe and Evan will drop robes/berets on the floor behind them. Sailors assigned to pick 
these up should get them off the floor and bring them backstage and give to Jackie and 
Patsy

ITCHY FACES. There were a lot of people with these. and playing with hair, or other 
things. Be in character at all times! No matter what, at least ONE audience member is 
looking at you at all times.

GREAT JOB EVERYONE. it’s going to be great. Sunday’s Q2Q rehearsal (12-6) will be 
a bit tedious, but it’s super necessary. We will be running the show, but I will call stop 
whenever we have to go to a new lighting cue. we will be setting the lights at this time. 
You need to remain super quiet when we pause and be listening attentively for 
instructions from me! We will have some time at the beginning to fix/review a couple of 
things, and we will be doing this in costume too. I’ll be posting about hair/makeup 
tomorrow....I’m too tired now. GET REST TOMORROW! stay healthy! 

:D Miss Faulstich 


